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Nokia and UR Group (UK) Partner to Deliver
Industrial Customers Specialised Turnkey 5G

Solutions

Nokia’s Private Wireless Networks and its fully integrated edge-to-cloud
offerings together with UR Group’s (UK) vertical market expertise

enabling transportation, manufacturing, defence and energy
organisations to transform their operations with 5G

Swindon, U.K. — UR Group (UK), a European provider of advanced connectivity, today 

announced it has entered into a new Indirect Reseller partnership with Nokia (NYSE: NOK) 

and Nokia distribution partner, Nuvias. Together, the companies will develop specialised 

turnkey 5G private wireless solutions that empower transportation, manufacturing, defence, 
energy, and other industrial customers to transform the way they do business.

Through this partnership, UR Group (UK) will use its deep understanding of Intelligent 

Transportation System (ITS), Industrial IoT (IIoT) and other industrial communications use 
cases with Nokia’s state-of-the-art portfolio of market-leading private wireless technology, 

including Nokia Digital Automation Cloud (DAC) and services for advanced connectivity 
solutions that meet the growing business-critical connectivity needs of UK based customers.

Nokia and UR Group (UK) will work together to develop high-speed 5G private wireless 

networks that allow enterprise customers to have secure, reliable, and low-latency solutions.
In addition, these solutions will provide customers with reliable tracking capability, remote 

condition monitoring (RCM) and conduct preventive maintenance.

“Nokia provides UR Group (UK) with market-leading private wireless communications and 
edge-to-cloud solutions that we need to offer customers advanced connectivity solutions so 

that they can yield a high return on their investment,”  said Joe Matano, Managing Director, 
UR Group (UK). “By combining Nokia’s high-performance, reliable devices, services, and 

software with our integrated services and technical expertise, we can deliver to industrial 
customers specialised solutions that address their unique connectivity requirements.” 

“Nokia has deployed mission-critical networks to more than 2,200 leading enterprise 

customers in the transport, energy, large enterprise, manufacturing, webscale, and public 
sector segments around the globe. We have also extended our expertise to more than 485 



large private wireless customers worldwide across an array of sectors and have been cited 

by numerous industry analysts as the leading provider of private wireless networking 
worldwide. We are excited to partner with Nuvias and UR Group, providing our leading-edge 

4.9G and 5G private wireless network solutions, enabling state-of-the-art digital 
transformation across industries.” Derek Lister, Customer Business Team Partner Head- 

Europe West and South 
– Ends –

About UR Group

UR Group is an international provider of advanced connectivity solutions in IP networking, wireless, 

satellite, and fibre-optic based applications. We specialise in providing specialised, focused solutions in

our key markets of ITS, Defence, Industrial Automation and Energy. We partner world-class 

manufacturers to bring ruggedised, reliable connectivity solutions with leading-edge technology which 

provides measurable return on investment in our customer applications, every time. Yet we 

understand technology alone is not enough. Through our Technology Enablement model we combine 

this solutions portfolio with customer-driven integrated services and internationally located and 

technically enabled sales teams who are placed to provide expert technology guidance. These 

specialist services are designed to assist our customers in successful adoption of the latest 

connectivity platforms, whatever the application demands. This solutions-based package brings a 

combined perspective which delivers real-life value to our customer programs. Our value proposition is

unique in the marketplace today.
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